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Brisbane Arson: Cal Fire
Announces Suspect Nabbed
Fire officials say they nabbed an arson
suspect at the scene of a recent fire.
(breaking)

By Patch CA, Patch Staff |
Brisbane Arson: Cal Fire Announces Suspect Nabbed

BRISBANE, CA — A person has been arrested for arson following
a grass and brush fire Thursday afternoon in Brisbane, a Cal Fire
division chief said. The fire was reported at 12:51 p.m. near
Valley Drive and South Hill Drive.

Cal Fire Division Chief Rich Sampson said San Mateo County
sheriff's deputies arrested a person who was at the scene of the
fire, which burned less than an acre.

Sampson said firefighters suppressed it quickly and fortunately
there was no wind.
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Other fires have occurred in the area. The last one burned
hundreds of acres.

— By Bay City News Service / Image via Shutterstock
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[–] strange_69 2 points (+2|-0) 48 minutes ago 

It's Mexican Big Pharma protecting their market.
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[–] blueberryblue 0 points (+0|-0) 21 minutes ago 

The areas that are burning are mostly empty hills that are
covered in dry shrubs and residential areas. Have you ever been
to LA?
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[–] cdglow 0 points (+0|-0) 12 seconds ago 

I have no idea if this is arson, or who might it be, for what goal
yet.

But hypothetically if you were an Arsonist that really wanted to
burn area A, wouldn't you also consider burning Areas B + C as
well?

This accomplishes 2 things:

Stretch fire response resources thin, ensures that your real
target gets more destroyed.
Cover your tracks by hiding whatever motive exists by
targeting Area A alone.
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[–] novictim [S] 0 points (+0|-0) 23 minutes ago 

For some of these incidents, quite possibly true. For
Urban/Suburban areas of the Bay Area? Wrong targets for
destroying MJ crops.
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[–] novictim [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 50 minutes ago  (edited 48
minutes ago)

A wonderful "Dreamer" has great, new ideas for the American
Economy!
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[–] un1ty 2 points (+2|-0) 41 minutes ago  (edited 41 minutes
ago)

Dreamers gotta Dream, bro

edit: VIVA LA RAZA
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[–] novictim [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 1 hour ago  (edited 55 minutes
ago)

How would a community or neighborhood be served by keeping
locals ignorant to black-clad Antifa or Hispanic Supremacists
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wandering the highways or hills and starting fires?

How would the principle of See Something, Say Something be
forwarded by censoring the news so that large numbers of
people don't even know what to look for, know that the threat
even exists?

I guess we will need to ask the Antifa-supporting communists
running the news papers what their plan is. Or just shoot them
(after a trial, of course).

Here is one case (Arsonist Alfredo Bautista) of Journalists doing
their job. But then there is not any follow up.:
http://www.dailycal.org/2017/08/08/suspect-charged-arson-
connection-grizzly-fire/
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[–] blueberryblue 1 points (+1|-0) 23 minutes ago 

Unfortunately living in LA at the moment. The neighborhoods
that are being torched are all in the red-leaning areas,which tend
to be wealthy (but not oligarch wealthy) and traditional. The
most ostensible theory is that journos only care when things
happen to them/their lot, or pushes their ideas of victimhood.
They just don't care about upper middle class, Republican,
mostly-nuclear families.
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Thanks. The truest thing about Communists that I have come to
understand is that they actually don't care about "people". They
just care about talking about caring about people and the more
abstract that talk-talk is, the better they like it and the more
passionate they become.
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California Fires: Gigantic 30,000ft mushroom cloud
and apocalyptic orange skies  (dailystar.co.uk)

submitted 13 minutes ago by LiftAFinger to news (+2|-0 )
discuss

A man suspected of setting fires near the Anaheim
Hills Festival shopping center Friday was detained
after a brave Ventura resident escaping one of SoCal's
wildfires sprung into action to stop him.  (nbclosangeles.com)
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